
We recommend the assembly to be done by two persons.

Tools Needed:

Crescent Wrench
Phillips 

Screwdriver
Pliers Hammer Flat Screwdriver

Electric 

Screwdriver

Time:
Two Hours Aprox.

Please note that this file is for reference only

Parts might differ according to the model you order 

You should receive four boxes

Box #1 Sewing Machine Head

Box #2 Sewing Machine Motor

Box #3 Table Top and Table Supports K Legs and Pedal

Step 1 (K LEGS ASSEMBLY)
Open Box #3 & #4

Atlas Levy Sewing Machine, Co.
1733 S. Los Angeles St.   Los Angeles, CA 90015

Tel (213) 747-9600   

www.atlaslevy.com

Setting up your new sewing machine.
This is your new machine, please open very carefully the boxes to prevent any damage to the parts inside.

Read this instructions before you open the boxes

Put the set of K Legs upside Down about 3' 

apart

Screw down the Base Support
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Put the pedal in between the supports. The 

area with no holes is the front. The area with 

holes is the back.

Once the pedal is in place, tight the screws. 

Screw down the back support of the table. 

Do not forget to put a washer all the times

Tight the screws really well.

On the base support, start putting the bases 

for the pedal (Do not tight the screws yet)

Base supports for the Pedal
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Step 2 (Assembling the table, k legs and motor.
Open Box #2

Put your table upside down and screw down 

the k legs. (4 Screws per leg)

Screw down the rails for the drawer

Slide in the drawer Put in the screws for the motor ( Only install 

the two that go together as shown in the 

picture

The K LEGS should look like this by now.
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Secure the electric wire to the table.Screw down the switch, it goes at the front of 

the table.

Attach the extension rod to the pedal from 

the motor lever. (It must be straight up)

Put in the extension rod to the pedal. (Adjust 

if necessary, it must be straight up)

Slide in the Motor Put in the third screw and tight the motor 

(Make sure the pulley is aligned with belt 

opening)
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Step 3 (Putting your machine on the table)
Open Box #1

Nail down the rubbers so they do not move Nail down the machine holder pin.

Secure the electric wire to the table Your table should look like this by now.

Put the rubbers on the front corners Front corners and rear hinges need to have 

support rubbers
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Put the lifter inside the oil pan Attach the metal hinges onto the machine.

Nail down the rubbers so they do not move Nail down the machine holder pin.

Install the knee lifter on the oil pan This is how it looks, once it is installed

Put the oil pan in place Put the small rubbers on the oil pan
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Put the belt. Install the pulley cover.

Put the machine in place Put the safety pin in. (New Machines, only)

Put in the pulley Tight the pulley.
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Hammer down the thread guide pin into the 

machine

Install the thread stand into the machine

Tight the cover Screw down the belt cover

Lift your machine and put in place the bobbin 

winder

Screw down the bobbin winder
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NOTE: This manual shows a complete new machine assembly. Your machine 

might look different or could have parts already installed, not included, or not 

necessary. You can always call us at (213) 892-0995 for any questions

Congratulations 

your machine is 

ready.

Install the lamp into the machine Thread stand and lamp should look like this.

Plug the lamp into the motor. Pour oil into the oil pan, you can see the full 

mark at the oil pan. (Never run your machine 

without oil)
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The most common questions asked.

In case of trouble with the motor belt

1

2 What light bulb should I use?

NOTE: This manual shows a complete new machine assembly. Your machine 

might look different or could have parts already installed, not included, or not 

necessary. You can always call us at (213) 892-0995 for any questions

This is the screw to regulate the tension of the belt.

Upper thread keeps breaking 

My machine runs backwards.

This could be the reason: 

1. Top tension too tight. 

Stop completely the machine. The machine has usually one or two switches. One 

switch is to change from 110v to 220 v. The second is to change the rotation of the 

machine. Once the machine is totally stopped, you can move the rotation switch to 

make the machine run forward.

If the lamp is connected to the motor you need 6v light bulbs only. When the lamp is 

connected to the switch or directly to a wall outlet you can use a regular household light 

bulb.

TROUBLE: 

6. Thread jumped off pull-off finger. 

Check action of spring. 

Check threading. 

7. Needle bent or burred. 

8: Bad cone of thread. 

TROUBLE: 

2. Machine not threaded properly. 

3. Thread twisted on guide post. 

4. Thread jumped out of tension, 

5. Take-up spring out of tension. 

3. Bobbin wound too tight, or uneven. 

4. Lint or thread in bobbin case. 

5. Lint or thread inside of hook. 

Lower thread keeps breaking 

This could be the reason: 

1. Bobbin tension spring too tight. 

2. Bobbin threaded wrong. 

DO THIS: 

  

Loosen tension one turn 

Check threading. 

Check threading. 

Check threading. 

Try a new needle. 

Try another cone! 

Check threading. 

Try another bobbin. 

Clean inside of case. 

Clean inside of hook. 

DO THIS: 

  

Loosen tension slightly. 
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6. Bobbin case nicked, bent or burred 

4. Thread jumped off take-up spring. 

TROUBLE: 

TROUBLE: 

Machine started skipping stitches: 

This could be the trouble: 

1. Needle bent or burred. 

5. Lint or thread in top tension. 

Stitches showing loops 

This could be the trouble: 

3. Bobbin placed in case incorrectly. 

4. Bobbin thread slipped from under tension. 

1. Forming loops on top of cloth 

2. Forming loops on bottom of cloth. 

2. Needle set in crookedly. 

3. Thread jumped off pull-off finger. Check threading. 

Check threading. 

Replace bobbin case. 

Do THIS: 

  

Try a new needle. 

Check position of needle. 

Remove and replace. 

Check threading of bobbin case. 

Clean between tension discs. 

Tighten bobbin tension or loosen top tension. 

D0 THIS: 

Tighten top tension. 
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